Errors in gunshot residue assessment by scanning electron microscopy/elemental analysis in criminal cases: III. Friction-brake particles assigned as “highly specific” gunshot residue particles

By Bryan Burnett

“To make valid inferences about a population from a sample, we must be reasonably certain that the sample is representative of the population” Byrkit, 1987.

Abstract. Automated scanning electron microscope analyses of gunshot residue samplers are being performed by many crime laboratories all over the world. Often the criminalist-technician operators of these instruments do not have adequate training for the interpretation of spectra generated by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (parts I and II of this series) and distinguishing gunshot residue from similar composition particles from an environmental source (this article). In this case, gunshot residue-like particles were found on samplers from the hands of the defendant. The criminalist-technician called many of these particles “highly specific of gunshot residue.” The presence of prominent iron with small copper and zinc peaks in almost all these “highly specific of gunshot residue” particle spectra indicate an automotive friction-brake origin. Gunshot residue from the victim and witness (bystander) samplers do not have associated iron, copper and zinc.

Introduction

The previous two articles of this series (Burnett, 2005A and 2005B) dealt with errors made by criminalist-technicians in the interpretation of element spectra. This third article of this series will deal with the misassignment of apparent friction brake-generated particles as “highly specific of gunshot residue” particles.

The homicide occurred at a residence inside an attached garage that was converted to a bedroom. The victim was shot four times with a 9 mm pistol at a distance where gunshot residue (soot/powder debris) was not visually noted on the victim. The witness to the shooting (who may have been the shooter) claimed the defendant was with him and the victim. For no apparent reason, according to the witness, the defendant shot the victim. The witness also claimed he was standing approximately ten feet from the victim when he was shot. The defendant then allegedly ran out of the room through a side door to his car and drove away. The pistol was not recovered.

Materials & Methods

Tape-lift samples were taken from the victim (left hand back and right hand back, 2 samplers) the witness (left hand back and right hand back, 2 samplers), the defendant (left hand, palm and back and right hand, palm and back, 4 samplers) and the defendant’s car (steering wheel and gear shift knob, 2 samplers). The witness’s hands were sampled about 1.5 hours after the shooting and the defendant’s hands were sampled more than eight hours after the shooting. An automated scanning electron microscope examination was performed on each sample by a prominent southern California crime laboratory.

That crime laboratory’s procedure (Anon., 1997):

1. The gunshot residue samplers are placed within the SEM and the samplers are automatically scanned for GSR candidate particles.
2. The SEM-associated computer records the position of particles of interest. When the automatic run is completed, the analyst goes back to the particles of interest and performs a confirmation elemental analysis for each.
3. The analyst summarizes the data and records by handwritten notes as well as acquiring spectra and particle images.
4. A report is then written by the analyst that summarizes the analysis results as well as providing a conclusion.

The results of these analyses will be examined through the handwritten notes as well as the spectra and images.
Results and Discussion

The victim. A number of “highly specific” gunshot residue particles were identified by the analyst (Fig. 1). All of the particles where spectra and images were taken had compositions of lead, antimony and barium (Figs. 1A through 1E). One particle (Fig. 1A) not only had lead-antimony-barium, but also nickel, copper and zinc. The analyst noted additional lead-antimony-barium composition particles (“add PbSbBa”, Fig. 1F), but did not provide a number. He also reported “many PbSb” as well as “Pb only” (Fig. 1F) and again did not provide numbers.

![Figure 1: Spectra, particle images and handwritten notes for the particles on the gunshot residue samplers from the victim. The handwritten note concerning each particle is at the top of each particle’s spectrum and image. To the right of the handwritten note is the elemental composition that that note indicates for that particle. Below the image of each particle is the interpretation of the analyst’s particle shape (a (?) applied by the author for those shapes that seem to be at odds with the description). In the middle-right part of each spectrum is gunshot residue type, “highly specific,” that the analyst has assigned to each of these particles. A through E: Particle spectra, images and interpretations. F: Handwritten notes of other particles observed by the analyst in this sample series.](image)

The witness. Spectra and particle images from the tape lifts from this individual’s hands are shown in Fig. 2. These particles appear to show more diversity in composition than the particles found on the victim’s samplers. Some of the particles from the witness were, according to the analyst, “highly specific,” that is, these particles were composed of antimony-barium (Figs. 2A and 2B) and lead-antimony-barium (Fig. 2E). Matching the analyst’s handwritten notes with the spectra, there are two misidentified spectra. A small amount of antimony is associated with one particle’s spectrum (Fig. 2D) and the analyst misidentified another particle’s prominent antimony peak, as barium (Fig. 2F).

The analyst’s handwritten notes for the analyses performed on the samplers from the witness are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig.3A (highlighted area) shows entries that involve two particle types: the first “CuZn many” is problematic in that this analyst never defines what he means by “many.” The second particle entry involves two lines. The first line: “114” is the spectrum number, “BaSbS”
barium-antimony-sulfur, “ir”= irregular particle, “5” = size of particle in microns, “103”=image 103. The second line, apparently for particle “114” is confusing – the first word appears to be “heterogeneous,” “w/sb” (which apparently means “with antimony”) and the last word is not legible. The highlighted B area of Fig. 3 appears to be “PbBaCrCa(?)K ClSi” and the last part of the line is illegible.

Lead-phosphorus (PbP) is the entry for Fig. 3C – this is likely a particle that originated from soil (Cao et al., 2001). The entry “Z add Pb only” (Fig. 3D) is also meaningless to everybody but the analyst. What does “sev. add SbBa” mean? For the “few Sb” (Fig. 3E) entry, how many does “few” mean?

In these notes (and notes from other cases) the analyst’s handwritten “Ca” (calcium) is often indistinguishable from “Cu” (copper).

**The defendant.** These samples were taken from the defendant’s hands eight hours after the shooting. The particles identified as “highly specific” to gunshot residue from the defendant’s hands are shown in Fig. 4. Notable is that only two of the particles have lead (Pb) and most have high iron as well as copper-zinc as part of the particles at issue. The particles shown in Fig. 4 were compiled from the results of four samplers: two from the hand backs and two from the hand palms.

**The defendant’s car.** The defendant was driving a Ford Thunderbird. The gear shift as well as the steering wheel of this vehicle were sampled by tape lift. Some of the particle images and spectra are shown in Fig. 5. Of all the particles analyzed in these two samples, only one was found that had lead, antimony and barium (Fig. 5A) and, thus, the designation of “highly specific” was applied to this particle. The rest of the particles had compositions of either lead (Figs. 5A, 5B and 5C) or lead-antimony (Figs. 5E and 5F). These samples also showed lead and lead-antimony particles with tin (Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C).
Figure 3. The hand written notes from the analyst made after the automated analysis of the two samplers from the witness. Results of the right hand are on the left and from the left hand on the right. A through E: notations of the analyst referred to in the text.

Figure 4. Spectra, particle images and hand notes of six particles from the defendant’s hand samplers. See Fig. 1 for details.
Conclusions

As noted above, the samples from the defendant’s hands were taken eight hours after the shooting. It is well established that gunshot residue on a shooter’s hands usually does not persist longer than three hours after deposition (Wolten et al., 1977; Zeichner and Levin, 1995; Mastruko, 2002; Jaegar, 2004). The rate of gunshot residue loss depends on the activity of the shooter (ibid.). Most, if not all of the so-called gunshot residue particles found on the defendant’s hands are unlikely to have originated from the shooting at issue on this basis alone. The defendant claimed that he occasionally drove to rural areas to hunt. There may be a contribution of GSR from this source on samplers of his car as well as from the defendant’s hands.

The Aerospace Group (Wolten et al., 1977) studied gunshot residue by scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray analysis. In that text, on page 58, these researchers noted, “The presence of substantial numbers of inconsistent particles overrules the evidentiary significance of particles consistent with gunshot residue.” This rule is still valid, even though significant technical advances (e.g., backscatter electron detection, automated sample processing etc.) have occurred since the Aerospace Report was issued. Torre, et al. (2002) reported that automotive friction products (i.e., brake pads) produced by a number of manufacturers will generate gunshot residue-like particles with combinations of lead, antimony and barium. There is a diversity of these particles that are made up of these metals from this source. When found on a sample, these brake-origin particles could be and have been (this article) mistaken for gunshot residue. As a result, Torre, et al (2002) propose a corollary to Wolten’s Rule: “…before judging a sample as positive, the type of ammunition fired in the investigated crime must always be taken into consideration: only by comparison between the sample and the ammunition’s particles is it possible to attain a decisive answer.” Giacalone (2002) has expressed this same position. In this case, we have the gunshot residue from the victim and the apparent gunshot residue on the witness for comparison.

Most of the particles that the analyst reports as “consistent” or “highly specific” in the samples from the defendant have a moderate to large contribution of iron (Fe) (Fig. 4). Also associated with these particles are small amounts of copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn). The presence of iron, copper and zinc distinguishes these spectra from the spectra of particles from the victim, the witness and defendant’s car (Table 1). The majority of the particles identified as “highly specific” that were found on the defendant’s gunshot residue samplers are likely from a friction brake source as defined by Torre et al. (2002). A supportive opinion of this interpretation of the

Figure 5. Spectra, particle images and hand notes of six particles from the defendant’s Ford Thunderbird samplers. See Fig. 1 legend details.
Figure 6. Extracts of the handwritten notes from the analyst made after the automated analysis of the two samplers from the defendant’s Ford Thunderbird. Results of the gear shift sampler are on the left and from the steering wheel on the right. A through D: notations of the analyst referred to in the text.

Figure 7. The report submitted to the court on the results of the analysis from the defendant’s four samplers.
Another issue in this case is the small sample sizes for all the analyses. It would have been appropriate to provide numbers for the various particle types rather than “few,” “many” etc. With such numbers a more reliable analysis of the particle types from these sources could be performed.

It is apparent in all of these analyses that the analyst did not consider that a comparison of the elemental compositions of particles between samples might be important in this case. That analyst issued a report (Fig. 7) for the defendant’s sampler analyses that alone can be interpreted as inculpatory. However, examination of the foundation material (handwritten notes and spectra) reveals that most of the particles the analyst is calling “highly specific particles of gunshot residue” likely are not. It is ironic that this analyst recently shifted from identifying particles with lead-antimony-barium or antimony-barium “unique to gunshot residue” to “highly specific to gunshot residue.” This terminology shift was apparently based on the Torre et al. (2002) and Giacalone (2002) observations.
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